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Welcome & Introduction
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 hkp/// group is a partner-led, international consulting firm. We are experienced in transformation 

and recognized innovation leader in HR, helping internationally active companies – from startups to 

large corporations – develop tailored, practical solutions.

 The hkp/// group partners have many years of international experience in both consulting and 

industry. They are recognized experts for executive compensation, board services, performance & 

talent management, HR strategy & transformation, and HR & compensation benchmarking. 

 With more than 700,000 lines of compensation data from more than 60 countries and all different 

industries at our disposal, hkp/// group is a leading supplier of compensation comparisons.

 Ipreo is a leading global provider of financial services technology, data, analytics and advisory 

services.

 Ipreo provides IR services to its corporate clients with unparalleled cross-asset class surveillance, 

M&A, corporate governance & proxy advisory services, MiFiD and investor targeting analytics, 

perception studies, transaction and predictive analytics.

 As private-equity company, Ipreo is held by Blackstone and Goldman Sachs Merchant Banking 

Division, and has more than 1,700 employees supporting clients in every major financial hub 

around the world.



Key questions at a glance
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Provide unique and detailed insights on the influence of different investor groups and proxy advisors 

on executive compensation decisions in public companies in the DAX.

Purpose of our analysis

 Who are the most influential investors and proxy advisors in the DAX?

 Which investors vote in accordance with internal guidelines, who outsources the voting process to a 

proxy advisor and how closely do investors follow a proxy advisor?

 How has institutional investors’ support for different Say-on-Pay resolutions developed over recent 

years?

 Are certain investors or proxy advisors more aggressive than others regarding executive 

compensation?

 Which aspects of remuneration are criticized by which investors, leading to a rejection of the Say-on-

Pay proposal?

 What are current trends among investors regarding executive compensation, and what should 

issuers be ready for?

Key questions



Development of Say-on-Pay…

 Since 2010, a non-binding vote on executive compensation has been on the agenda of German 

Annual General Meetings (AGM).

 All DAX companies have held a Say-on-Pay vote at least once.

 In the 2017 German AGM season, 3 out of 8 DAX companies failed to pass their Say-on-Pay 

resolutions.

 With an average level of support of 66.3%, 2017 saw the lowest rates of approval in the DAX since 

the vote on compensation was introduced.
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2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Say-on-Pay

DAX
Highest approval rate Lowest approval rate

2010 26 Companies 99.93 % (Henkel) 45.82 % (HeidelbergCement)

2011 12 Companies 99.71 % (Fresenius Medical Care) 70.30 % (Merck)

2012 9 Companies 99.22 % (Beiersdorf) 65.85 % (SAP)

2013 7 Companies 96.39 % (Fresenius) 74.03 % (RWE)

2014 8 Companies 98.23 % (Continental) 92.43 % (Munich RE)

2015 7 Companies 99.46 % (Henkel) 77.47 % (adidas)

2016 8 Companies 91.14 % (E.ON) 48.07 % (Deutsche Bank)

2017 8 Companies 96.79 % (Deutsche Bank) 33.19 % (ProSiebenSat.1)

Average level of support for votes on 
executive compensation
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63%

25%

38%

75%

2014 2015 2016 2017

 Since 2014, negative recommendations by proxy advisors for Say-on-Pay proposals have increased 

significantly in the DAX. 

… and proxy advisors’ recommendations 
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Patterns of investor and proxy advisor behavior 

in the context of Say-on-Pay

Angelika Horstmeier



Institutional investor trends 
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ESG Sensitivity

Rank Investor Name Count

Aggregate 

Value DAX

mio USD

ESG Sensitivity Vote Policy Vote Status Dominant Style
Dominant 

Orientation
Primary Institution Type City Country Region

1 Norges Bank Investment Management (Norway) 30 27,975.62 High Internal with Reference Will Vote Value Active Sovereign Wealth Fund Oslo Norway Continental Europe

2 The Vanguard Group, Inc. 30 24,919.78 Low Internal with Reference Will Vote Index Passive Investment Manager-Mutual Fund Malvern USA US

3 BlackRock Fund Advisors 30 22,587.83 Medium Internal with Reference Will Vote Index Passive Investment Manager-Mutual Fund San Francisco USA US

4 Deutsche Asset Management Investment GmbH 30 16,504.50 Medium Internal with Reference Will Vote Value Active Investment Manager-Mutual Fund Frankfurt Germany Germany

5 BlackRock Asset Management (Deutschland) AG 30 15,888.21 Medium Internal with Reference Will Vote Index Passive Investment Manager-Mutual Fund Munich Germany Germany

6 State Street Global Advisors, LTD 30 13,770.83 Low Internal with Reference Will Vote Index Passive Investment Manager-Mutual Fund London United Kingdom UK

7 Lyxor Asset Management SAS 30 12,120.83 Low Internal with Reference May Vote Index Passive Investment Manager-Mutual Fund La Défense France Continental Europe

8 Deka Investment GmbH 30 11,175.21 Medium Internal with Reference Will Vote Value Active Investment Manager-Mutual Fund Frankfurt Germany Germany

9 BlackRock Advisors (U.K.), LTD 30 10,332.86 Medium Internal with Reference Will Vote Index Passive Investment Manager-Mutual Fund London United Kingdom UK

10 Amundi Asset Management S.A. 30 10,276.49 High Internal with Reference Will Vote Value Active Investment Manager-Mutual Fund Paris France Continental Europe

11 Allianz Global Investors GmbH 30 9,841.97 Medium Internal with Reference Will Vote Growth Active Investment Manager-Mutual Fund Frankfurt Germany Germany

12 Union Investment Privatfonds GmbH 30 8,168.47 High Internal with Reference Will Vote GARP Active Investment Manager-Mutual Fund Frankfurt Germany Germany

13 Capital World Investors (U.S.) 16 8,048.90 Low Internal with Reference Will Vote Value Active Investment Manager-Mutual Fund Los Angeles USA US

14 Fidelity Management & Research Company 22 7,785.44 Low Internal with Reference Will Vote Growth Active Investment Manager-Mutual Fund Boston USA US

15 MFS Investment Management 19 6,382.21 Low Internal with Reference Will Vote Value Active Investment Manager-Mutual Fund Boston USA US

Investment OrientationRegional Breakdown

 Increased governance sensitivity within institutional investor community over the last years.

 High concentration of passively managed assets among top holders.



Institutional investors’ voting behavior
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Vote



Institutional investor policy trends 
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Identified institutional investor patterns (1/2)

 Major identified developments on governance profile and voting policies
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 Integration of ESG into investment decision 

 Establishment and dynamic internal development of corporate governance 

teams, guidelines & custom policies

 Active engagement with issuers & increased (cross-border) voting

 Best-Practice discussion, disclosure, reporting between shareholders

 Increased dissent rates in Germany vs. other countries

 More supportive of shareholder proposals

Increased

“ESG-

Sensitivity”

1

 Consistent voting pattern within asset management firm (mostly global)

 Exception SRI-funds and externally managed mandates

 Pension funds with over-proportional dissent rates

 Size matters – the smaller an investor the more likely they are to abstain or 

outsource voting mechanism to third party

 Internationality matters – the more global an investor, the more likely to 

benchmark against international policies and market practice 

Heterogeneous 

Policies 

2



Identified institutional investor patterns (2/2)

 Major identified developments on governance profile and voting policies
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 None of the top-30 investment houses outsources vote to proxy advisors

 All investors with voting policy reference at least one proxy advisor 

recommendation

 More than 50% who get ISS/GL recommendations have custom policies

 Investors who benchmark against both ISS and Glass Lewis (40%) show 

highest dissent rates

 ISS has strongest influence (53%), ISS & GL (40%), IVOX/BVI for Germany 

Influence of 

Proxy Advisors
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ISS:

 High (44.5%) 

 Medium (33.3%)

 Low (22.2%)

Glass Lewis:

 High (5.5%)

 Medium (61.1%)

 Low (33.4%)

Ipreo Proxy 

Advisor Tracking 

Score (PATS)
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Major factors influencing Say-on-Pay

Regine Siepmann



Which aspects of compensation systems draw investor criticism?

 The incidents around Executive Board compensation in Germany invite the question: Which elements 

of compensation are under special focus and often criticized?

 An analysis of voting guidelines and voting rationales of investors highlights sensitive aspects of 

Executive Board compensation.

 At the end of the day, the overall impression of the compensation matters – criticism of individual 

aspects is important but does not necessarily lead to ‘against’ recommendations/votes.
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Disclosure
Pay for Performance/

Shareholders’ interests 

Severance payments

Discretion

Independence of 

compensation committee

Sensitive aspects of Executive Board compensation

1 2 3

4 5

Overall Impression of the 

compensation system



Aspects criticized in 2017 Say-on-Pay resolutions (1/2)

 Possible reasons for disapproval in detail:
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 Insufficient disclosure

 Specific performance criteria not clear

 No (retrospective) disclosure of target values/achievement

 No thresholds and/or caps on variable compensation disclosed

Disclosure

1

 Insufficient orientation toward shareholders’ interests

 Lack of ambitious performance targets

 No criteria in long-term variable compensation measuring performance relative 

to company’s peers

 Performance period(s) are too short

 No “clawback” mechanism

Pay for 

Performance/ 

Shareholders’ 

interests

2



Aspects criticized in 2017 Say-on-Pay resolutions (2/2)

 …continued from previous page
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 (Excessively) discretionary compensation elements 

 Lack of appropriateness

 Intransparent criteria for applying discretion

Discretion

3

 Compensation committee is not independent (independence is typically defined 

as >50% members being classified as independent)

Independence of 

compensation 

committee

4

 Severance payments exceed two years’ compensation

 Payments in excess of that threshold not submitted for separate approval by 

shareholders

Severance 

payments

5



Key findings from the 2017 AGM season

 Following key questions guided our analysis of 2017 Say-on-Pay outcomes: 
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 Is a prior approval a guarantee for a successful Say-on-Pay? 

 Is an anchor investor a guarantee for Say-on-Pay success?

 When do investors decide not to follow proxy advisors? 

 How do proxy advisors arrive at conflicting recommendations? 

Key question Example cases



Is a prior approval a guarantee for a successful Say-on-Pay? (1/2) 

 Despite no changes to Munich RE’s compensation system between the 2016 and 2017 AGM, 

support for the company’s Say-on-Pay resolution weakened dramatically. 

 ISS and Glass Lewis had already raised concerns in 2016 – with the expectation of improvement:

 Insufficient disclosure in the compensation report

 Non-independence of compensation committee 

 Missing relative benchmark in variable compensation

 Discretionary bonus adjustments by the Supervisory Board

 With no changes implemented, the tables turned in 2017:
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95.4%
92.4% 90.2%

84.8%

34.3%

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Say-on-Pay results Munich RE

AgainstFor
Vote BlackRock 

(largest single investor)

AgainstForRecommendation Glass Lewis

AgainstForRecommendation ISS

34.3%84.8%Result “For”

20172016 % “For” – Yearly development



Is a prior approval a guarantee for a successful Say-on-Pay? (2/2) 

 In addition to the proxy advisors’ recommendations, major investors increased their demands on 

executive compensation in the past years.

 Compared to 2016, 50% of Munich RE’s top 10 investors changed their vote from “For” to “Against.”

 Especially the vote of BlackRock had a significant impact on the Say-on-Pay result.

 With the increasing shareholdings of large non-German investors in the DAX, firms like BlackRock 

and Norges Bank Investment Management can tip the scales on whether Say-on-Pay fails or not.

 Companies (especially with a high free float) should be aware of changes in their investors’ voting 

guidelines as well as their expectations and seek active communication with them.
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~7%

~93%

~17%

~83%

Share of outstanding capital Share of votes cast (Say-on-Pay)

BlackRock

Other Investors
34.3%

Shareholder presence 37.5%



54.5%

Is an anchor investor a guarantee for Say-on-Pay success? (1/4) 

 Three companies with strategic investors held a Say-on-Pay in 2017.

 Despite a majority of “Against” recommendations from proxy advisors, all three passed the Say-on-

Pay vote. 
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Say-on-Pay 2017

ISS recommendation

Glass Lewis recommendation

(Common) shares in free float

80.9%

Continental

Against

For

54.0%

77.3%

Beiersdorf

Against

Against

39.0%

Volkswagen

81.0%

Against

Against

10.8%

Anchor investor SchaefflerMaxingvest group
Porsche SE, Land 

Niedersachsen, Qatar Holding

Shareholder presence –

Say-on-Pay 
77.9%71.2%



Is an anchor investor a guarantee for Say-on-Pay success? (2/4)

 Due to the low presence of institutional investors and private shareholders (overall presence 71.15%), 

the shares voted by maxingvest group made up more two thirds of total votes cast.

 The majority of the largest investors analyzed voted against Beiersdorf’s proposal or did not vote on 

Say-on-Pay.

 Without the support of their strategic investor, Beiersdorf’s vote on executive compensation would 

have failed to reach a majority.
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Share of outstanding capital Share of votes cast (Say-on-Pay)

51.0%

10.0%

39.0%

71.7%

28.3%

* Own shares with no rights according § 71b AktG

Other investors

maxingvest group

Beiersdorf AG*
77.3%

Shareholder presence 71.2%



54.5%

39.0%

Is an anchor investor a guarantee for Say-on-Pay success? (3/4)

 Three companies with strategic investors held a Say-on-Pay in 2017.

 Despite a majority of “Against” recommendations from proxy advisors, all three passed the Say-on-

Pay vote. 
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Say-on-Pay 2017

ISS recommendation

Glass Lewis recommendation

(Common) shares in free float

80.9%

Continental

Against
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54.0%

77.3%

Beiersdorf
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Against
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Is an anchor investor a guarantee for Say-on-Pay success? (4/4)

 Schaeffler Group holds slightly less than 50% of Continental AG.

 The combined vote of the other shareholders could theoretically impact the Say-on-Pay outcome. 

However, 22% of total share capital did not vote.

 While ISS and Glass Lewis published different recommendations, half of Continental’s investors voted 

in favor, while the other half rejected the Say-on-Pay.

 Anchor investor’s votes often have a decisive impact, but this effect is intensified by low presence of 

institutional and smaller shareholders.
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Share of outstanding capital Share of votes cast (Say-on-Pay)

Schaeffler

Other investors

46.0%

54.0% 59.1%

40.9%

80.9%
Shareholder presence 77.9%



When do investors decide not to follow proxy advisors? (1/2) 

 Negative recommendations by the leadings proxy advisors do not always lead to all investors to reject 

a compensation system, as evidenced by the following key investors:
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Say-on-Pay 2017 33.2%80.9%

ProSieben Sat.1 Media SEContinental AG

ISS recommendation AgainstAgainst

Investor Aggregated Value Vote Aggregated Value Vote

Norges Bank 1.1% For 1.2% Against

Vanguard 1.2% For 2.2% For

Capital Group 0.4% For 6.7% For

Glass Lewis recommendation AgainstFor



When do investors decide not to follow proxy advisors? (2/2) 

 Large investors have traditionally voted with management proposals. Further, where some investors 

in the past strictly voted in line with proxy advisors’ recommendations, many have adopted their own 

guidelines.

 The proxy advisors research and voting recommendations should not be seen as an instruction but 

rather as support for investors’ decision-making process, particularly in the case of large investors.

 A total alignment with the recommendations of ISS or Glass Lewis and investors’ votes is not to be 

expected. On the contrary, companies need to consider a wide variety of guidelines, expectations and 

groups.

Abstain

For

Against

Relative allocation of Say-on-Pay votes

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

2014 2015 2016 2017 2014 2015 2016 2017 2014 2015 2016 2017 2014 2015 2016 2017

Norges Bank Vanguard Capital World BlackRock
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 ISS and Glass Lewis issued different recommendations for three Say-on-Pay resolutions in 2017.

 In general, proxy advisors follow similar approaches and raise many of the same concerns of 

compensation systems, but sometimes differ in their focus points and recommendations:

 Subjective judgement and the lack of consistent quantitative approaches make it difficult for 

companies to get reliable judgements regarding their compensation systems.

How do proxy advisors arrive at conflicting recommendations?
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ISS recommendation

Glass Lewis recommendation

Merck KGaA

Against

For

Continental AG

Against

For

RWE AG

For

Against

Fact universe

 Annual Report

 Other public 

documents

Analysis

 Policy guidelines

 Pay-for-Performance models

 Individual views/approaches 

of the analyst(s) responsible

Against

Disclosure

Severance payments

Recommendation

Independence of 

compensation committee

Disclosure

Severance payments

For



Key findings from the AGM season 2017
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Due to changing and more restrictive guidelines, positive recommendations or Say on Pay 

approvals for compensation systems – even those considered as “good” – are not 

guaranteed at all. 

Anchor investors are often the decisive vote on compensation, regardless of whether other 

investors or proxy advisors reject a system. 

However, companies with anchor investors that don’t command an AGM majority should 

analyze and consider other investors’ expectations.

Even large passive investors are beginning to apply their own guidelines, with their own 

expectations and demands – adding to a heterogeneous world of expectations.

Although proxy advisors follow similar approaches and criticize many of the same aspects 

of compensation, their recommendations are not aligned on around one third of votes. 

At present, “For” or “Against” recommendations by proxy advisors do not automatically 

lead to the respective vote outcome – but even large investors closely track proxy 

advisors’ recommendations, and smaller investors rely on them to an even larger extent.



Dos and Don’ts in Say-on-Pay communication



Positive impact of a clear and comprehensible compensation report on reception 

by investors and proxy advisors

 …

 Graphical illustration of compensation structure and 

system

 Combine information in one single table 

(e.g. pension provisions)

 Information should be presented either in a table or in 

text – no repetition

 Exclude information which is not necessary or 

misleading for the reader

Meaningful content and layout

 Performance corridor should be disclosed at least ex-

post, and intention to do so should be announced in 

advance

 Calculation of overall cap should be explained

 Criteria for discretionary factor and special bonuses 

should be described in detail 

(if still in place)

Increased transparency

 Describe not only the what but also the why

 Explain how investors’ feedback was considered, 

how changes comply with investors’ and proxy 

advisors’ requirements

 Highlight important aspects and arguments, e.g. if 

another mechanism can fulfill the purpose of 

malus/clawback provisions 

“Investor-friendly” style

 Well conceived structure (e.g. compensation strategy 

at the beginning of the compensation report and 

pension provisions at the end)

 Important topics should be presented in separate 

paragraphs with headings 

(e.g. maximum compensation, share ownership 

guidelines)

Clear and well conceived structure
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Example of best practice in Germany –

Clear and well-conceived structure

 E.ON SE’s compensation report concisely presents all components of Executive Board compensation 

in table form, the structure of which matches the rest of the compensation report. 

Compensation 

components labeled and 

grouped according to 

performance- and non-

performance related 

elements, as well as 

pension obligations

Description of 

individual elements, 

including target 

values and caps

Description of additional 

contractual arrangements 

(severance payments, 

change-of-control, non-

competition clauses)
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Example of best practice in Germany –

Meaningful content and layout

 E.ON presents key information in easy-to-read graphics, without including redundant information in 

the accompanying text.

Example – Structure Example – Bonus Calculation

Graphical representation of how 

target compensation is structured
Visualization of the bonus 

payout curve with caps

and target values

Bonus is separated into 

short- and long-term 

compensation

Detailed breakdown of the 

individual components of 

the bonus
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Example of international best practice –

“Investor-friendly” style

 The leading proxy advisors and many institutional investors are based in United States or the UK, 

where compensation reports are typically written with an eye toward investors’ demands. An 

excerpt from the British pharmaceuticals group GlaxoSmith offers a good example: 

Clear reasoning for 

adjustments made to 

the compensation 

system

Classification of 

changes according to 

compensation element

What? Why?

32



Example of international best practice –

Disclosure

 A combination of information displayed in tables and accompanying explanatory text makes 

GlaxoSmith’s compensation report easily comprehensible and transparent.

 Compensation philosophy (what does the bonus do?), performance metrics, how those metrics are 

weighted, as well as concrete performance targets and achievement are disclosed on one page.

Exact disclosure of performance 

targets for the reporting year
Actual performance broken 

down by performance indicator

Target 

achievement in 

the grant year

Weightings for the respective 

members of the Executive Board

Concise explanation

of how the bonus 

functions
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Discussion

Thank you very much for your questions!
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Appendix



Methodology
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 Quantitative analysis of Say-on-Pay voting data and proxy advisors’ 

recommendations for the past years

 Review of detailed DAX shareholding data

 Evaluation of Ipreo’s shareholder voting intelligence and statistics on 

investor alignment with proxy advisor recommendations (“PATS” score)

Quantitative

 Review of specific Say-on-Pay cases in 2017

 Analysis of investors’ and proxy advisors’ voting guidelines

 Contextual framework provided through hkp/// group’s extensive market 

insights and regulatory expertise 

Qualitative

 Public filings

 Annual meeting invitations

 Annual reports

 Voting guidelines

 Ipreo’s proprietary vote analytics/“PATS” scores

 Voting data provided by Proxy Insight™

Sources


